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Abstract8

One of the common problems faced in amplified collaboration environments (ACEs), such as the Continuum, is termed
the ‘Display docking’ or ‘Display Pushing’ problem where the visualization or the presentation generated on one or more
computers, has to be distributed to remote sites for viewing by a group of collaborators. A typical image source in such a
case could be computers ranging from laptops showing presentations, to compute clusters number crunching terabytes of data
and rendering high resolution visualizations. In this paper, we present a platform independent solution which is capable of
transmitting multiple high resolution video streams from such video sources to one or more destinations. The unique capability
of this concept is that it is a completely hardware oriented solution, where no special software/hardware has to be installed on
the source or destination machines to enable them to transmit their video. These multiple streams can either be independent
of each other or they might be component streams of a video system, such as a tiled display or stereoscopic display. We shall
also present results with testing on high speed dedicated long haul networks, and local area gigabit LANs with different Layer
4 protocols.
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1. Introduction and overview22

Amplified collaboration environments (ACEs) are23

physical meeting spaces that enable distantly located24

groups to work in intensive collaboration campaigns25

that are augmented by advanced collaboration, com-26

putation, and visualization systems. One example of27

an ACE is theContinuum (Fig. 1) at the Electronic28

Visualization Laboratory[9], at the University of Illi-29

nois at Chicago. ACEs are based on the concept of30

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: rsingh@evl.uic.edu (R. Singh),
spiff@evl.uic.edu, cavern@evl.uic.edu (J. Leigh).

1 Tel.: +1-312-996-3002.

the “War Room” or “Project Room” which have been31

shown to increase the productivity of collocated work-32

ing teams by a factor of 2[10]. The goal of the Con- 33

tinuum is to provide the same, if not greater, benefits34

for distributed teams. To this end, the Continuum in-35

tegrates a broad range of technologies that include:36

multi-party video conferencing (via the AccessGrid37

[11]), electronic touch screens (for intuitive shared38

white-boarding), passive stereoscopic displays (such39

as the AGAVE, for displaying data sets in true 3D[3]), 40

high resolution tiled displays (for displaying large vi-41

sualizations or mosaics of visualizations), and PDAs42

and laptops for wireless control of these systems. It is43

anticipated that the Continuum will be a high perfor-44

mance front-end interface for the OptIPuter. 45

1 0167-739X/03/$ – see front matter © 2003 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
2 doi:10.1016/S0167-739X(03)00074-8
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Fig. 1. The continuum—an ACE.

The OptIPuter is a National Science Foundation46

funded project to interconnect distributed storage,47

computing and visualization resources using photonic48

networks. The OptIPuter project exploits the trend49

that network capacity is increasing, while at the same50

time plummeting in cost. This allows one to experi-51

ment with a new paradigm in distributed computing—52

where the optical networks serve as the computer’s53

system bus; and compute clusters taken as a whole,54

serve as the peripherals in a potentially, planetary-scale55

computer. For example, a cluster of computers with56

high performance graphics cards would be thought57

of as a single giant graphics card in this context. We58

refer to these compute clusters as LambdaNodes to59

denote the fact that they are connected by multiples60

of light paths (often referred to as Lambdas) in an61

optical network. The challenge then is to optimize all62

the interconnected LambdaNodes to ensure that they63

are able to make maximal use of the network, i.e. so64

Fig. 2. Basic TeraVision setup. Note: The VBox acting as a server needs to have the video capture hardware for capturing the input video
streams. The client on the other hand can be a Linux/Windows PC with a gigabit Ethernet adapter and a fast graphics card.

that the LambdaNodes are not the bottleneck in this65

architecture. 66

One can envision TeraVision as a hardware-assisted,67

network-enabled “Powerpoint” projector for distribut-68

ing and displaying OptIPuter-based visualizations. A69

user who wants to give a presentation on his/her lap-70

top, or stream output from one of the nodes of a graph-71

ics cluster simply plugs the VGA or DVI output of 72

the source computer into the TeraVision box (called73

VBox for short). The box captures the signal at its na-74

tive resolution, digitizes it and broadcasts it to other75

networked VBoxes (seeFig. 2). 76

Furthermore, using the VBox one can also transmit77

an entire tiled display provided that there are suffi-78

cient VBoxes at each end-point. Two VBoxes can be79

connected to the twin-heads of a stereoscopic AGAVE80

system to allow streaming of stereoscopic computer81

graphics. The VBoxes take responsibility for the syn-82

chronization for simultaneous capture of concurrent
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Fig. 3. TeraVision setup for streaming stereoscopic video. The sync mechanism is a dedicated, low latency channel used for synchronizing
the video capture on the server side and video displays on the client side.

video streams on the server side and the synchroniza-83

tion for displaying the streams on the client side.84

The most basic TeraVision setup (Fig. 2) consists of85

a server and a client connected over gigabit networks.86

The diagram shows a projector with every VBox to87

denote display capability of the unit. The server has the88

video capture hardware for capturing high resolution89

VGA or DVI inputs and the client can receive the90

streams and display them at various resolutions. The91

client can be either a Windows or a Linux PC and does92

not require any specialized hardware for displaying the93

incoming video streams. So, even though the diagram94

depicts the server and client to be symmetrical, they95

need not be. A client may only need the video capture96

hardware if it wants to act as a video server during a97

collaborative session. This will be explained in later98

sections.99

Fig. 3 depicts a situation where two TeraVision100

servers are used for streaming stereoscopic video to101

multiple client sites. The two streams (left and right102

eye video) are synchronized during capture on the103

servers and then again on the clients before the display.104

Similarly, multiple TeraVision boxes can be used105

for streaming the component video streams of a tiled106

display.Fig. 4 shows a tiled display being streamed107

using multiple VBoxes at a site. As in the previous108

case, all the servers synchronize with each other to109

capture the component streams. And the clients syn-110

chronize before displaying all the component streams111

simultaneously. 112

2. Hardware description 113

Fig. 5 shows the hardware block diagram of two114

VBoxes, using an Ethernet channel to synchronize115

the capture of two independent video streams. Many116

such VBoxes can be connected together and synchro-117

nized in the same fashion to capture multiple video118

streams. 119

The prototype VBoxes are Pentium 4s at 1.5 GHz120

with 512 MB of RAM each. The graphics cards are121

Radeon 8500s and the motherboard supports both 32122

and 64 bit PCI slots. They have a 100 BaseT Ether-123
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Fig. 4. Using VBoxes to stream a tiled display.

net adapter which is solely dedicated for providing the124

synchronization mechanism between the boxes. The125

sync channel needs to have low latency to be effec-126

tive. Thus the network connections for the sync chan-127

nels have to be either through cross-coupled cables128

Fig. 5. Hardware block diagram. The figure shows two VBox servers synchronizing the capture through an Ethernet link. Many such
VBoxes can be connected and synchronized at the same time.

(peer-to-peer) or through a switch carrying low net-129

work traffic. 130

Foresight Imaging’s I-RGB-200[6] video capture 131

card is used for the video data acquisition. According132

to the specifications of this frame grabber, it is capa-
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ble of performing video capture at 1600× 1200× 75,133

1280×1024×85 and 1024×768×60 Hz. The capture134

resolution is up to 24 bits per pixel. The card is able to135

sustain a 120 Mbps transfer over the PCI bus to copy136

captured video data to main memory. The card occu-137

pies one 32 bit, 33 MHz PCI slot on the motherboard.138

Only the VBoxes acting as servers need to have the139

capture hardware.140

The gigabit Ethernet adapters used for streaming141

the video streams are the Intel Pro/1000 cards which142

use optical fiber interfaces for connecting to the net-143

work and 64 bit, 66 MHz slot for interfacing with the144

PC. Initially, the prototypes were tested using back145

to back (peer-to-peer) dedicated links and then later146

on long distance links between Chicago–Amsterdam,147

Amsterdam–Greece and Chicago–Greece.148

3. Software: design and implementation149

The TeraVision software was originally written150

for the Linux OS but later ported to Windows. The151

Windows version was then modified to integrate the152

I-RGB-200 video capture card. Currently, we have153

a Windows server and both Windows and Linux154

versions of the client.155

3.1. Concepts156

Server: This is a process that acts as the provider157

of video streams. Clients can connect to it and request158

TCP/UDP streams.159

Client: This is the process that needs to connect to160

the server to get the video streams. It is also respon-161

sible for displaying the streams.162

Master: A process (server or client) running as a163

master is responsible for providing sync messages to164

all slave processes connected to it. All slave processes165

have to wait for the sync ‘pulse’, before they can trans-166

mit or receive a video frame.167

Slave: The slave processes are started by giving168

them the IP address of a master process (server or169

client). The slaves connect to the master and wait for170

sync messages before they can either transmit (in case171

of a server) or receive (in case of a client).172

Hence for a typical TeraVision setup, there is a mas-173

ter server and one or more slave servers, which consti-174

tute the senders. And similarly there is a master client175

and one or more slave clients, which constitute the re-176

ceivers.Fig. 6 further depicts the concept. 177

3.2. TeraVision server 178

The I-RGB-200 frame grabber card uses DMA to179

transfer the captured frames to a set of circular buffers180

specified by the user in the user space. Since the gi-181

gabit Ethernet adapters also use DMA for transferring182

large chunks of data from system memory to the LAN183

card’s on board buffers, this becomes a serious point184

of contention because of the limited bandwidth of the185

64 bit PCI bus. Thus the performance of the PCI bus186

limits the overall performance of the system. 187

The server software (Fig. 7) is threaded with one188

of the threads acting as the producer. It is responsible189

for filling up a common circular buffer with captured190

frames. Another thread acting as the consumer, tries191

to empty the circular buffer and transfer the data to192

the network as fast as the system and the network193

can allow it to. Frames are dropped on the fly if the194

network is slower than the capture rate. 195

Whenever the networking thread (consumer) gets196

the CPU, it simply picks up the latest frame in the197

circular buffer and pushes it out of the network. The198

reasoning behind this approach is that if the network199

is faster than the capture rate, all frames will be trans-200

mitted. However, if it is slower than the capture rate,201

the consumer thread will run at intervals decided by202

the network throughput (assuming there are no other203

CPU intensive tasks on the system). Thus the OS’204

scheduler indirectly affects the frame decimation. 205

The server can accept video frames either from a206

video capture card or disk files. The user may also207

choose to transmit video via TCP or UDP streams.208

Future versions will incorporate options for using209

RBUDP [1] and multicasting (over UDP). Plans for210

integrating a compression module are also under-211

way. 212

The UDP module in TeraVision takes the video213

frame data and splits it up into UDP packets. It marks214

every UDP packet with a header, which allows the re-215

ceivers to re-assemble the video frame in the correct216

way even if there are packet losses, duplication or out217

of order packets in the network or host machines. This218

simple ‘protocol’ for handling video streams on UDP219

has been implemented using scatter-gather techniques220

to minimize memory copies. 221
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Fig. 6. Master–slave concept. The server (or client) can consist of many processes, where one process acts as a master and the rest as
slaves. The master process provides the sync messages to all the slaves for synchronizing the capture (on the server side) and the display
(on the client side).

Fig. 7. TeraVision server design.
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3.3. TeraVision client222

The clients, at the time of writing this paper, are223

available for both Windows and Linux. The display224

ends are responsible for receiving the incoming net-225

work data and displaying them on projectors or mon-226

itors.227

Since data is consistently coming in from the net-228

work, the clients’ software also needs to be threaded,229

so that the display may run simultaneously with the230

network. If reliable transport protocols like TCP are231

used for sending the video streams, care has to be232

taken as to not stop the network streams as it might233

give the impression of network congestion to the send-234

ing machine, causing TCP to back up. And if unreli-235

able transport layer protocols like UDP are used, again236

the network cannot be ignored as it may cause large237

packet losses due to socket buffer overflow.238

Thus an ideal solution for this would be to let the239

networking code and the display code run as threads,240

independent of each other. Similar to the server’s de-241

sign, the client software also has two main threads242

running as producer–consumer with a common circu-243

lar buffer. The network thread (producer) is responsi-244

ble for picking up the incoming data from the network245

and filling the common circular buffer. The display246

thread (consumer) empties out this buffer and pastes247

the frames on the screen.248

In case of the network throughput being faster than249

the display speed, frames are dropped from the com-250

mon buffer. The master client makes this decision and251

then lets all the slave clients know which frames are252

to be finally displayed during the synchronization.253

3.4. Sync module254

The sync module is present on both the server and255

client ends. It enables the master processes to send256

synchronization messages to the slave processes. In257

the prototype boxes, the sync modules use a dedicated258

Ethernet adapter on the PCs to transmit the synchro-259

nization messages. A dedicated link ensures low la-260

tency for the sync messages. The software uses TCP/IP261

to send the messages between machines.262

On the server side, the sync module is used for syn-263

chronizing multiple servers before they capture video264

frames. On the client side, the sync module provides a265

mechanism for the master to specify to its slave, which266

frames to display simultaneously. This is important as267

frames might be needed to be dropped, in case the268

network throughput exceeds the display speed. It also269

ensures that the frames are pasted on the screens si-270

multaneously, which is extremely important for stereo-271

scopic or tiled display streams. 272

One can run the servers and clients with synchro-273

nization or without. It was noticed in the prototypes274

that switching on the synchronization, decreased the275

server throughput as now critical CPU time was used276

for sending and waiting for sync messages using277

blocking I/O calls. 278

4. Tests and observations 279

Tests were run for both TCP and UDP streams and280

the results are shown below. We experimented with281

various socket and TCP flow window sizes. The TCP282

flow Windows were calculated based on the round trip283

times. UDP packet sizes were also varied. For all ex-284

periments the Ethernet cards, intermediate routers and285

switches were configured to use the standard 1500 byte286

MTUs. The tests were done initially for a LAN setup,287

which provided near ideal network conditions as there288

are minimal packet losses and very low transport de-289

lays. Thus they helped in identifying the upper per-290

formance limit of the systems in terms of throughput291

and frames per second. 292

The second set of tests were done over LFNs293

(long-fat networks). These networks provide a very294

different scenario as there are packet losses and long295

round trip delays, which affect the performance of296

acknowledgment-based reliable transport protocols297

such as TCP. One has to either manually tune the TCP298

stacks or rely on some sort of auto-tuning provided299

by the OS to get good performance. 300

The video sources in all the experiments were PCs301

running MS Windows. The display of the PCs were302

set to run at 1024×768 at 60 Hz. The pixel depth was303

32 bits per pixel and the both VGA and DVI outputs304

of the sources were tested with the TeraVision hard-305

ware. 306

4.1. Gigabit LAN tests 307

The prototype TeraVision boxes were tested on two308

types of LAN configurations: 309
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Fig. 8. TeraVision throughput with TCP and UDP streams on gigabit LAN. The effective frames per second are indicated in square brackets
along with the observed throughput in Mbps. The UDP tests were done with 1000 byte packets. The observed loss was 0%.

• Back to back/peer-to-peer mode, in which the310

servers and clients are connected to each other311

directly using cross-connect cables.312

Fig. 9. CPU usage on the TeraVision servers and clients. The UDP tests were done with 1000 byte packets. The 0% loss was observed
for UDP.

• Through a network switch, where the VBoxes had313

to share the medium with Ethernet traffic from other314

machines. 315
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Since the machines were placed so close to each316

other, the TCP flow control window does not affect317

performance significantly. As shown inFigs. 8 and 9318

the throughput achieved by TCP streams was close to319

the ones attained by UDP. The effective frames per320

second are indicated within square brackets along with321

the observed throughput (in Mbps) inFig. 8. We also322

noticed that the Linux OS is more efficient in receiv-323

ing incoming network traffic (Fig. 8). Fig. 9 shows324

the CPU utilization of the VBoxes for TCP and UDP325

streams. We notice that CPU usage is higher for Linux,326

indicating that high priority is given to the network327

sub-system in the OS.328

The 1000 byte UDP packets were used for all the329

tests as they seem to give the best throughput for330

Windows. In all the LAN experiments, no signifi-331

cant packet losses were observed. The streams always332

show high packet losses when they are started but333

the losses diminish almost immediately, as the oper-334

ating systems adjust internal buffers to minimize the335

loss.336

4.2. Over LFNs337

During iGrid 2002, a TeraVision experiment was338

setup where video was streamed between Amsterdam339

and Chicago and also between Greece and Am-340

sterdam. Subsequent experiments were performed341

between Greece (GRNET) and Chicago (EVL). The342

Fig. 10. Traceroute from GRNET to EVL. The routes are symmetrical in both directions.

following graphs show the data that was collected343

for tests done between GRNET (Greece) and EVL344

(Chicago) (Fig. 10). 345

The sending machines in this set of experiments346

used the Windows XP operating system and thus we347

notice the UDP throughput in these tests is consider-348

ably higher than the previous tests on gigabit LAN349

(Fig. 8) where the sending machines were running350

Windows 2000. However, we notice that the TCP351

throughput has decreased considerably (Fig. 11). 352

The TCP stacks on the machines at both ends were353

tuned for long-fat networks. The TCP flow Windows354

were adjusted to the bandwidth-delay product of the355

network. Ideally, if the TCP flow Windows are set356

to the bandwidth-delay product, the line utilization357

should be 100% and TCP should perform as well358

as UDP. However, the performance of TCP streams359

is extremely poor on LFNs, as we can see from the360

graphs. 361

Fig. 11 shows the throughput achieved by TCP362

and UDP streams over the LFN. The UDP streams363

showed 0% loss in all the tests. Since the main dif-364

ference for TCP packets is that the sending machine365

has to wait for the acknowledgments after sending366

data equal to the flow window size, we believe that367

it is the acknowledgements that hurt the performance368

of TCP streams. The buffers on the intermediate net-369

work nodes (routers) seem to queue the acknowledg-370

ment packets, slowing down the throughput of the
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Fig. 11. TeraVision throughput on UDP and TCP streams between GRNET and EVL. The effective frames per second are indicated in
square brackets along with the observed throughput in Mbps. The UDP tests were done with 1000 byte packets. The 0% loss was observed
for UDP.

TCP streams. But since there is 0% packet loss for371

UDP, a selective acknowledgment scheme would be372

more suitable for reliable transmission on such net-373

works. The future versions of TeraVision will incor-374

porate RBUDP[1], which uses SACK (Selective Ac-375

knowledgement) packets for enabling reliable transfer.376

Fig. 12. CPU usage with UDP and TCP streams between GRNET and EVL observations.

4.2.1. Between Greece and Chicago 377

(GRNET and EVL) 378

The tests over the LFNs were done at iGrid 2002379

and between GRNET and EVL. The following tracer-380

oute and graphs show the results for the EVL–GRNET381

tests. 382
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Fig. 13. Images of a client showing the result of network loss vs. packet loss at the end hosts.

From our tests, the UDP streams seem to be the383

most apt method for streaming large data over LFNs.384

However, because of the packet losses, typical of UDP385

streams, the resultant image has missing pixels which386

cause undesirable streaks across the image (Fig. 12).387

However, it was noticed that there was a certain pattern388

in the manner in which the network, i.e. the routers,389

lost data and the way the end hosts lost the data. The390

white streaks represent lost data packets. When the391

network loses the packets, the packets dropped by the392

routers are random and intermittent. Since each UDP393

packet typically is between 500 and 1500 bytes, the394

resultant image has small streaks which appear at ran-395

dom positions on the screen (Fig. 13).396

However, when the end hosts lose the data, it is397

generally due to buffer overflows, either in the OS or398

the driver. Thus it causes large contiguous chunks to399

be missing from the resultant image (Fig. 13). The400

losses also do not seem to be random and occur at401

regular intervals. Such losses are observed imme-402

diately at the beginning of a session, just when the403

streaming is started. The OS then adjusts its buffer404

sizes to minimize the loss and image smoothens out405

after a few seconds.
406

5. Limitations imposed by the hardware407

The original goal was to be able to achieve a net-408

work streaming rate of 30 fps per VBox, but even409

under the best conditions, we have been able to touch410

∼15 fps. The reason for this can be explained as411

follows. We shall assume ideal conditions and take412

technical specifications as given by the hardware413

manufacturers. 414

The main point of contention in the hardware is415

the PCI bus. Since there is a single bus that is shared416

both by the capture card and the network adapter, the417

performance of the bus decides the performance of418

the system. The PCI bus on the motherboards of the419

PCs support 32 bit, 33 MHz PCI slots for the video420

capture card and 64 bit, 66 MHz PCI for the gigabit421

Ethernet adapters. 422

Let us assume that the video card is captur-423

ing 1024× 768 at 24 bpp, frames at 15 fps, which424

amounts to 35.4 MB of data. At the specified trans-425

fer rate of 120 Mbps, it would take∼0.3 s to DMA 426

all the data from the card’s onboard buffers to the427

PC’s main memory. This data then has to be bro-428

ken into UDP or TCP packets with appropriate429

computations. Assuming one memory copy by the430

protocol stack in the OS, and a 400 MHz FSB on431

the PCs, it would take approximately∼0.05 s for 432

the memory copy. Then the data has to be sent out433

to the gigabit Ethernet adapter. But even though434

the gigabit LAN adapter interfaces through a 64 bit,435

66 MHz bus, it can only consume data at 1 Gbps (or436

125 Mbps), which is the specified network through-437

put. Thus, even if the card DMAs all the data from438
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the kernel space to the onboard buffers, it will take439

∼0.3 s.440

Thus the aggregate time taken for streaming a 30 fps441

stream is 0.3+0.05+0.3 = 0.65 s. Thus, even though442

it seems theoretically possible to stream 15 frames un-443

der a second, this figure is for near ideal conditions,444

where we have not taken into account factors like445

other devices sharing the bus (like a 4X AGP video446

adapter) and the OS/software overheads. The CPU us-447

age touches 100% at 15 fps on the server side, further448

proving that the system is out of computing resources449

to do anything better.450

6. Future work451

6.1. Replace CAVERNsoft with QUANTA452

The present version of TeraVision uses CAVERN-453

soft [8] for providing all the networking APIs. Fu-454

ture versions of the software will use the QUANTA455

[2] toolkit (the successor to CAVERNsoft). QUANTA456

is a networking middleware being developed at EVL457

and provides scientific applications with a high-level458

way to specify their data delivery requirements (such459

as bandwidth, latency, jitter, reliability). It then trans-460

parently translates them into the appropriate transmis-461

sion protocol and network QoS services to achieve the462

optimum performance. QUANTA consists of a collec-463

tion of novel networking protocols designed to handle464

a wide variety of extremely high bandwidth applica-465

tion traffic flows. One such protocol is Reliable Blast466

UDP (RBUDP).467

6.2. Incorporate RBUDP468

TeraVision is intended to be a graphics streaming469

device for scientific visualization applications. And470

typical scientific visualizations cannot tolerate arti-471

facts in the resultant image. Thus UDP is far from472

being an ideal solution for TeraVision. We need a re-473

liable transport layer, which can provide the perfor-474

mance of UDP but with the reliability of TCP. EVL475

has been working on such a streaming protocol called476

the RBUDP [1]. RBUDP uses a scheme of selec-477

tive acknowledgments, where the sender sends a burst478

of UDP packets and the receiver acknowledges only479

the packets which are not received. The sender then480

re-transmits the missing packets. RBUDP has shown481

excellent results for LFNs and the performance is close482

to UDP streams. Thus future versions of TeraVision483

will incorporate RBUDP as an alternative transport484

layer protocol for streaming. 485

6.3. Real-time compression 486

Work is underway to integrate a compression mod-487

ule in the server and client code. We are working on488

an optimized version of RLE (run length encoding)489

compression which can make use of the SIMD (sin-490

gle instruction multiple data) instructions on the CPU491

to compress (and de-compress) the captured frames in492

real-time. The idea is to shift the load from the PCI493

bus to the CPU. By reducing the amount of data being494

sent and received on the PCI bus, we hope to increase495

the frames per second being streamed. Threaded code496

ensures efficient utilization of multiple CPUs. 497

6.4. Multicasting 498

The prototype boxes can only transmit point to499

point, using UDP or TCP. To distribute the video500

stream to multiple sources simultaneously (as in the501

case of collaborative use scenarios), multicast must502

be employed. However, multicast, like UDP, is an503

unreliable protocol. The protocol that we know that504

holds the most promise is RBUDP, however, RBUDP505

is a point to point protocol. At the data rates generated506

by the TeraVision boxes,broadcast RBUDP is im- 507

practical as a single TeraVision box does not have the508

capacity to serve more than one end-point. We believe509

that a combination of Forward Error Corrected Mul-510

ticast and light-weight real-time compression might511

hold the solution. 512

6.5. Tighter synchronization 513

In one set of our experiments, we streamed stereo-514

scopic animation using two servers and two clients. In515

this setup one stream carries the left eye information516

and the other carries the right eye information. The517

two streams have to be tightly synchronized together.518

If the streams are off by even a few milliseconds, there519

is a noticeable glitch in the resultant 3D video. There520

was a glitch visible in the video, which indicated that521

the synchronization was not close enough. 522
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The prototype software uses blocking TCP/IP calls523

for sending synchronization pulses between the pro-524

cesses. The video streams are synchronized when they525

are captured and then synchronized again before they526

are pasted on the display. The servers and clients527

can be run either with or without the synchronization528

switched on. When the synchronization is switched529

off, the two streams run independent of each other and530

the resultant video is out of sync. When the synchro-531

nization on the servers and clients is switched on, the532

video appears to be better, but the frame rate drops533

drastically (Fig. 11).534

Since the systems are heavily loaded, the OS535

scheduling and queuing greatly affects the transfer of536

the sync messages. We plan to experiment with raw537

network data packets and OOB (out of band) data538

to tighten the synchronization. Another option is to539

make the synchronization run at real-time priority and540

switch off all possible queuing in the TCP/IP stack541

and the Ethernet driver and hardware.542

6.6. Floor control543

Ideally, a VBox should be able to act as a server544

and a client. The future versions of TeraVision would545

let many clients connect to a server and receive data.546

But if a client wants to then act as a server, he/she547

can ask for a floor control lock. Essentially, the server548

is sent a message, requesting it to release the lock to549

the client. The user on the server may then decide to550

honor or ignore the request.551

In case the user honors the request, the server pro-552

cess shuts down the transmission and starts up a client553

process. All the clients then continue to receive the554

Fig. 15. A pipelined architecture would ensure that the data paths between modules are independent of each other.

data from the ‘new’ server. We have already imple-555

mented code for a distributed mutex, which can be556

used as the floor control lock during collaboration. 557

7. Recommendations 558

7.1. PC architecture 559

The PC architecture seems to be inherently limited560

for real-time streaming applications such as TeraVi-561

sion. The CPU, I/O devices and memory share the562

same bus, causing bottlenecks. One solution would563

be to provide multiple data paths between the various564

components on the motherboard. Some of the upcom-565

ing technologies such as Infiniband[5] promise to let 566

computer architectures have such a design (Fig. 14). 567

Fig. 14. Multiple data paths between the various components in a
PC would ensure better performance.
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The other option is to have a pipelined architecture568

between the peripheral hardware, where data is sent569

from one module to the other over dedicated channels570

and there is no contention. As shown inFig. 15, the571

data paths between the capture hardware, compression572

module, networking module are dedicated and inde-573

pendent of each other.574

8. Conclusion575

TeraVision is a graphics streaming system, which576

is capable of streaming multiple synchronized video577

streams over high speed networks. It currently uses578

TCP and UDP for sending the network data. Cur-579

rently for LFNs, TCP fails to give acceptable perfor-580

mance whereas UDP provides performance at 15 fps581

when there is sufficient bandwidth to deliver the image582

frames. Future versions of TeraVision will incorporate583

RBUDP, compression and multicasting options. Even-584

tually, the entire networking layer in TeraVision will585

be replaced by QUANTA[2].586

TeraVision prototypes were demonstrated success-587

fully during iGrid 2002[7]. For the purpose of test-588

ing, TeraVision boxes have been installed in Greece589

and the New Media Innovation Center in British590

Columbia, Canada, are building there own TeraVi-591

sion boxes. Argonne National Labs will also soon592

have one to help stream high resolution graphics for593

weather simulations.594
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